
Are you looking for an upmarket apartment? One on a private,
exclusive estate, surrounded by greenery and with views?

The Colonnade is special. The open plan living area is spacious
and features french doors opening out to a Juliette balcony. 

We invite you to view....

16 The Colonnade
Standen Park, Lancaster, LA1 3FP

£138,000
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A brief description
This is a highly appealing 2 bedroom
apartment, which offers a spacious
open plan living in a modern setting.
The bedrooms are both doubles, and
the master is en-suite. The kitchen and
bathroom are both modern in their
styling. 

There's ample space to both relax and
dine in the open plan living area. The
views of both the front and rear are
excellent.

W i th  a  per fec t  locat ion  in  one o f
L a n c a s t e r ' s  m o s t  d e s i r a b l e
developments, surrounded by greenery
and park land and i ts  own pr ivate
parking space, this apartment is a must
view.

Key Features
• A luxury 1st floor apartment

• Fabulous views

• 2 double bedrooms

• The master bedroom is ensuite

• Open plan living

• Exclusive location on a private estate

• Williamson Park is your next door neighbour

• Quiet cul-de-sac location

Where is The Colonnade?
The Colonnade is part of Standen Park, a private, exclusive
development built by the award-winning builder Gleeson Homes. 

This is a privildeged area, surrounded by greenery and highly
regarded by many. The grounds are immaculately kept. 

Central to the development is The Piazza, a continental-style area
built around a formal tree-lined square with open water features and
fountain. The Colonnade is located adjacent to here, a small cul-de-
sac of apartments which are all built-in similar formal style. 

Williamson Park neighbours this development and close by is
Lancaster Royal Grammar School. There is also easy access to the
city centre, the University and the M6 motorway.
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The living area's
Apartment No 16 is located on the 1st floor. 

Enter this apartment via a private entrance hallway, which is
central to the accommodation. Matching doors lead to all rooms,
starting with the large open plan living area and kitchen. 

This area is spacious and airy, with twin sets of French doors that
open out to the Juliette balcony providing a beautiful open
outlook towards the countryside and beyond. There is plenty of
room to both relax and dine in this elegantly decorated room. 

Laminate flooring flows through into the kitchen and dining area.
The decor is soft. The kitchen area is fitted with modern shaker style
units in a light beech finish. The cooker and hob are both built-in.

The bedrooms and bathrooms
There are two double bedrooms, both of which look out over the
beautiful grounds that form Standen Park. 

The master bedroom is a double bedrooml. Walnut finished
laminate floors flow through. French doors open to a Juliette
balcony looking out over the grounds. This bedroom benefits from
a modern en-suite shower room fitted 

Next is the 2nd bedroom. This is a neatly presented double
bedroom - ideal as a guest room for when family and friends visit. 

The family bathroom is fitted in white and is both attractively tiled
and decorated to complement.

The parking
This property benefits from an allocated parking space within the
well maintained and attractive grounds.

Extra Information
- This apartment was built by Gleeson Homes in 2002
- Ground rent is - £75 pa and service charge is £138.33 p/m
- It is located on the first floor
- It has fabulous views to the front and rear
- The apartment is double glazed 
- It is also gas central heated. The Baxi gas boiler is discreetly located in a
cupboard off the entrance hallway
- There is a private parking space
- Council tax band C

Office: 01524 843322

What we like
This is a fabulous location.  The grounds
at Standen Park are stunning,  quite
possibly the best in Lancaster.    Driving
through sets the scene.

I love the location of this apartment.
 You'll love the outlook and how it is
surrounded by greenery. 
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